Direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetics services are increasingly popular for genetic genealogy, with 8 tens of millions of customers as of 2019. Several DTC genealogy services allow users to upload 9 their own genetic datasets in order to search for genetic relatives. A user and a target person in 10 the database are identified as genetic relatives if the user's uploaded genome shares one or more 11 sufficiently long segments in common with that of the target person-that is, if the two genomes 12 share one or more long regions identical by state (IBS). IBS matches reveal some information 13 about the genotypes of the target person, particularly if the chromosomal locations of IBS matches 14 are shared with the uploader. Here, we describe several methods by which an adversary who 15 wants to learn the genotypes of people in the database can do so by uploading multiple datasets. 16 Depending on the methods used for IBS matching and the information about IBS segments 17 returned to the user, substantial information about users' genotypes can be revealed with a 18 few hundred uploaded datasets. For example, using a method we call IBS tiling, we estimate 19 that an adversary who uploads approximately 900 publicly available genomes could recover at 20 least one allele at SNP sites across up to 82% of the genome of a median person of European 21 ancestries. In databases that detect IBS segments using unphased genotypes, approximately 100 22 uploads of falsified datasets can reveal enough genetic information to allow accurate genome-wide 23 imputation of every person in the database. Different DTC services use different methods for 24 identifying and reporting IBS segments, leading to differences in vulnerability to the attacks we 25 describe. We provide a proof-of-concept demonstration that the GEDmatch database in particular 26 uses unphased genotypes to detect IBS and is vulnerable to genotypes being revealed by artificial 27 datasets. We suggest simple-to-implement suggestions that will prevent the exploits we describe 28 and discuss our results in light of recent trends in genetic privacy, including the recent use of 29 uploads to DTC genetic genealogy services by law enforcement. 30 1 31
reports that FamilyTreeDNA has two million users, he also suggests that only about half of these are genotyped at genome-wide autosomal SNPs, which is in line with other estimates (Larkin, 2018) . **DNA.LAND has discontinued genealogical matching for uploaded samples as of July 26th, 2019. In IBS tiling, multiple genotypes are uploaded (green lines) and the positions at which they are IBS with the target (represented by blue lines) are recorded. Once enough datasets have been uploaded, the target will eventually have a considerable proportion of their genome "tiled" by IBS with uploads that have known genotypes. (B) In IBS probing, the uploaded probe consists of a haplotype carrying an allele of interest (red dot) surrounded by "IBS-inert" segments (purple dashed lines)-fake genotype data designed to be unlikely to share any IBS regions with anyone in the database. In the event of an IBS match in the database, the matching database entry is likely to carry the allele of interest.
LOD scores for IBD, between 1 and 3. We consider the results obtained after filtering segments 136 likely to be true IBD in Figure S1 . True IBD segments reveal more than mere IBS segments about 137 shared genotypes because untyped variants (including rare variants) within an IBD segment are 138 likely to be shared. At the same time, mere IBS is sufficient to infer sharing for SNPs that are 139 genotyped within the segment. 140 Once we identified IBS segments shared among the 872 people in our sample, we set out 141 to estimate the amount of genotype information that could be identified using IBS tiling. The 142 amount of genotype information obtainable is strongly influenced by two factors: the size of 143 the comparison set used (i.e., the number of people used to identify IBS segments with a target 144 sample), and the restrictiveness of the criteria by which IBS segments are identified. For example, 145 if only long IBS segments are shown to users, then the proportion of a typical person's genotype 146 data obtainable will be smaller than if short IBS segments are also shown. The minimum IBS 147 length reported by several genetic genealogy services as of July 26th, 2019 is shown in Table 1 . rates among the 1000Genomes populations included ( Figure S4 ). There also appear to be slight 198 biases for IBS tiles to appear in regions with low SNP density and lower heterozygosity, meaning 199 that the proportion of alleles-and particularly the proportion of minor alleles-recovered by tiling 200 is typically slightly lower than the proportion of the genome length in Mbp covered ( Figure S5 ). to have no long IBS segments with any real genomes ( Figure 1B ). Thus, any returned putative 209 relatives must match at the allele of interest, revealing that they carry the allele. We call this 210 attack "IBS probing" by analogy with hybridization probes, as the genuine haplotype around the 211 allele of interest acts as a probe. Whereas IBS tiling recovers genetic information from across the 212 genome, IBS probing acts only on a single locus of interest. The advantage is that IBS probing 213 is possible even in databases that do not report the chromosomal locations of IBS segments. In red, we show the coverage using a 1cM threshold for reporting IBS, where the probes are constructed using real data in a 1.9-cM region centered on the site of interest (region boundaries shown in dashed orange). In orange, we show the coverage using a 3cM threshold for reporting IBS, where the probes are constructed using real data in a 5.9-cM region around the site of interest.
There are several ways of generating chromosomes unlikely to have long shared segments with 215 any entries in the database. One simple way is to sample alleles at each locus in proportion to 216 their frequencies. Chromosomes generated in this way are free of linkage disequilibrium (LD) and 217 thus unlike genuine chromosomes. If the database distinguishes between IBS and IBD, then these 218 fake data are unlikely to register as IBD with any genuine haplotypes. However, they may appear 219 as IBS in segments where genetic diversity is low, depending on the length threshold used by the 220 database. Near-zero rates of IBS can be obtained by generating more unusual-looking fake data, 221 such as by sampling alleles from one minus their frequency or by generating a dataset of all minor 222 alleles.
223 Figure 3 shows a demonstration of IBS probing performance in our set of 872 Europeans in 224 a window around the APOE locus. For a 1cM threshold for reporting IBS, we generated probes 225 by retaining 1.9cM of real data around a site of interest in the APOE locus from all 872 people.
226
Outside that 1.9cM window, we generated data by drawing alleles randomly (see Methods). For a 227 3cM threshold for reporting IBS, we generated probes by retaining 5.9cM of real data around the site of interest. With 1cM matching, 1497 of 1744 haplotypes (86%) matched one of the probes at the site of interest. (Target haplotypes were not allowed to match probes constructed from 230 the same person that carried the target haplotype.) With 3cM matching, 164 of 1744 haplotypes 231 (9.4%) matched one of the probes at the site of interest. Very few matches occurred outside the 232 region of interest-none with a 3cM threshold and only 0.1% of matches with a 1cM threshold.
233
Moreover, we generated different inert genotypes for all 872 probes, and the great majority of 234 these had no matches with any real sample. An adversary would only need to generate one inert 235 dataset, which can be tested by uploading to the database and confirming that no matches are 236 returned. Probes could then be constructed by stitching real haplotypes at the site of interest 237 into the the same set of inert data. The probes would then be likely to match each other, but 238 the adversary would know those identities and could ignore those matches.
239
The efficacy of IBS probing will depend on the minimum IBS-match length reported to users, will mean that uploaded genotypes will need to have long IBS segments with targets at the locus 246 of interest. Long IBS segments are likely to represent relatively close genealogical relatives (i.e.,
247
long IBS segments are likely to be IBD segments), and not many targets will be close relatives 248 of the source of any given haplotype of interest, meaning that the sensitivity of IBS probing is 249 reduced by reporting thresholds that require long IBS segments. If the locus of interest, or a 250 highly correlated one, is not included on the chip used to genotype either the uploaded sample or 251 the target sample, then probing may only expected to work well if the upload and the target are 252 truly IBD rather than merely IBS, reducing the precision of IBS probing for variants that are not 253 genotyped. Limiting probing results to likely IBD matches will decrease the number of matches 254 returned, particularly for short cM thresholds ( Figure S6 ).
255
Another factor that will affect the success of IBS probing is the frequency of the allele of 256 interest. For example, if the allele of interest is very rare, then it is likely to be only somewhat 257 enriched on the haplotypes that tend to carry it, and reported matches may not actually carry the 258 allele, even if they are IBD with an uploaded haplotype that carries it. IBS probing will perhaps 259 be most sensitive and precise when the allele of interest is both common and relatively young, 260 as is the case for founder mutations. In this case, most carriers of the allele will share the same 261 long haplotype around the site of interest, meaning that fewer probes would need to be uploaded 262 in order to learn the identities of the majority of the carriers in the database. Figure 4 : Schematics of the IBS baiting procedure. (A) To perform IBS baiting at a single site, two uploads are required, each with runs of heterozygous genotypes flanking the key site. At the key site, the two uploaded datasets are homozygous for different alleles. The three possible target genotypes at the key site can each be determined by examining their IBS coverage with the uploads. If there is a break in IBS with either upload, then the target is homozygous for the allele not carried by the upload that shows the break in IBS (with the broken IBS segment shown as a cyan line). If there is no break in IBS with either upload, then the target is heterozygous at the key site. (B) Target genotypes at many key sites across the genome can be learned by comparison with two uploaded datasets, as long as key sites are spaced widely enough. are often included in SNP chips, such as those in the APOE locus (Corder et al., 1993) , are 314 potentially vulnerable to single-site IBS baiting.
315
Here, we have considered a database using the simplest possible version of a phase-unaware 316 method for detecting IBS, that in which an apparent IBS segment is halted exactly at the places 317 at which the first incompatible homozygous site occurs on each side of the segment. In principle, 318 phase-unaware IBS-detection algorithms can be altered to allow for occasional incompatible ho-319 mozygous sites before halting as an allowance for genotyping error, or the extent of the reported 320 region might be modified to be less than the full range between incompatible homozygous sites.
321
Versions of IBS baiting might be developed to work within such modifications. The key insight 322 is that if two artificial kits differ at exactly one site in a region and they produce two different 323 patterns of called IBS with a target, then the target's genotype is revealed at that site. For 324 example, if a database uses a phase-unaware method for IBS calling that requires two incompat-325 ible homozygous sites before a putative IBS segment is halted, then an attacker might modify 326 our scheme by putting in a rare homozygote at a site near the key site. For most target users, 327 the rare homozygote in the uploaded files would be an incompatible homozygous site, implying 328 that a mismatch at the key site will cause a break in a putative IBS region. By using different 329 homozygote genotypes nearby, an attacker might still identify the genotypes of everyone in the database at the key site. As discussed below, such measures do not appear to be necessary to 331 perform IBS baiting in GEDmatch. Further, in GEDmatch, uploading a third bait dataset with a 332 missing genotype at the key site can distinguish targets with missing genotypes from heterozygous 333 targets.
334
Single-site IBS baiting could also be used if chromosomal locations of matches are not re-335 ported. To do so, one would use the the scheme we describe in a large region surrounding the 336 locus of interest and use fake IBS-inert segments to fill in the rest of the dataset. 
Discussion

414
We have suggested several methods by which an adversary might learn the genotypes of people 415 included in a genetic genealogy database that allows uploads. Our methods take advantage of 416 both the population-genetic distributions of IBS segments and of methods used for calling IBS.
In particular, IBS tiling works simply because there are background levels of IBS (and IBD) files that do not originate from trusted sources. Some of our suggestions limit the potential uses 514 of genetic genealogy data, and users will vary in the degree to which they value these potential 515 uses and in the degree to which they want to protect their genetic information.
516
All of these suggestions assume that genealogy services will maintain raw genetic data for 517 people in their database. Another possibility would be for individual people instead to upload 518 an encrypted version of their genetic data, with relative matching performed on the encrypted 519 datasets, as has been suggested previously (He et al., 2014) .
520
Our IBS tiling and IBS probing results focus on users of European ancestries, in part because 521 most users of DTC genetic genealogy services appear to have substantial European ancestries.
522
(DTC genetics companies generally do not release this kind of information on their users, but 523 their research papers suggest that they have access to especially large samples with European 524 ancestries-for example, a 23andMe paper on demography in the United States included almost 525 150,000 self-described European Americans and less than 10,000 each of self-described African generalize to other populations. Because IBD sharing is generally greater within populations than Table 3 : Summary of the SNPs targeted by baiting and the IBS returned by GEDmatch. For each region, we give the position of the key SNP (target bp). Because by design our bait kits are genetically identical outside of the target SNPs, the IBS regions returned by GEDmatch's 1-to-1 tool are identical across bait kits generating a match. For each pairwise comparison, we report the IBS information returned: Left-Right bp of the IBS region, the cM length, the number (#) of SNPs in the IBS region with a non-missing target. We also report the number (#) of SNPs spanned by the region IBS when matched to the missing target Bmiss.
missing rather than heterozygous. To determine whether a genotype was missing, we implemented sures 941 Here, we detail the rationale and possible advantages and disadvantages of the countermeasures 942 listed in Table 2 . Figure S1: Tiling performance with IBS segments that are unlikely to be IBD filtered out. Conventions are the same as in Figure 2 ; the difference is that now only IBS segments that represent likely IBD (LOD score > 3) are included. As expected, the amount of tiling possible is reduced when the LOD score threshold is increased, particularly when segments as short as 1 cM are allowed. However, tiling still reveals a substantial amount of information about target genotypes. Using a comparison sample of 871, and including all called IBS segments >1 cM, the median person has an average of 35% of the maximum length of 2.8 Gbp covered by IBD segments with LOD >3, and has at least one chromosome covered for approximately 57% of the genome. If only segments >3 cM are included, then averaging across the two chromosomes, median coverage is 5.0%, and the median proportion for which at least one chromosome is covered is 9.5%. As before, the percentage of the genome recoverable by tiling varies among people, and some people still have large proportions of their genetic data recoverable by tiling. With a LOD score threshold of 3, the top 10% of people have at least 58% of their total genotype information covered by IBD tiles, including one or more alleles at sites in at least 81% of the genome covered by IBD tiles. Figure S2 : IBS tiling performance, limiting to comparison samples who share at least 1 IBS segment of 8 cM or more with the target. Conventions are the same as in Figure 2 . Some DTC genetics companies use a two-step approach for reporting IBS information to users. For example, at this writing, MyHeritage identifies people who are likely matches of a given user as all those who share an apparent IBD segment of at least 8 cM with the user. However, once matches are identified, inferred IBD segments down to a minimum length of 6 cM are reported to the user (see Table 1 ). Similarly, FamilyTreeDNA only reports matching segments for pairs of people who pass a sharing threshold, and for those pairs of individuals they report all matches down to 1cM. As expected, reporting only IBS segments for pairs of people who share at least one long IBS segment (>8 cM) substantially reduces but does not eliminate the effectiveness of IBS tiling. With 872 comparison samples, the median person has approximately 12% of their genome covered by IBS tiles of 1 cM or more (averaged across both chromosomes) and at least one chromosome covered for 21% of the genome. People in the top 10% of IBS tiling coverage have 44% of their genome length recoverable by tiling (averaging across both chromosomes), with at least one chromosome tiled over more than 67% of the genome. Importantly, the practice of requiring at least one long IBS match in order to report any IBS segments will not reduce the effectiveness of IBS tiling if phase-unaware methods are used for calling IBS. In that case, the attacker could simply insert a long run of heterozygous sites in each of the genomic datasets uploaded, causing an apparent long run of IBS with every user in the database (see section 2.3). After getting "in the door" with a long run of heterozygous sites, the attacker could then use tiling to find out about the rest of the genome. Figure S3 : IBS tiling performance when genotype phasing switches are disallowed. Conventions are the same as in the Figure 2 . We called IBS segments using Germline (Gusev et al., 2009 ), using the haploid flag to find IBS segments within the phased chromosomes produced by Beagle. We also set the err_hom argument to zero, set the bits argument to 32 to increase sensitivity for short segments, used the w_extend flag to extend segments beyond the slices produced by Germline, and set the minimum IBS segment length to 1cM. (Setting the minimum segment length shorter than 1cM does not appear to be possible in Germline.) The amount of tiling possible is reduced somewhat when phase switches are disallowed. However, tiling still reveals substantial information about target genotypes. Using a comparison sample of 871, and including all called IBS segments >1 cM, the median person has an average of 57% of the maximum length of 2.8 Gbp covered by IBS segments, and has at least one chromosome covered for approximately 79% of the genome. If only segments >3 cM are included, then averaging across the two chromosomes, median coverage is 6.5%, and the median proportion for which at least one chromosome is covered is 11%. The top 10% of people have at least 73% of their genomes covered by IBS tiles of 1 cM or more, including one or more alleles at sites in at least 91% of the genome covered by IBS tiles. . In all panels, median average IBS tiling coverage is shown on the vertical axis using refinedIBD with LOD>1, as in the top-left panel of Figure 2 . Median tiling accuracy varies among populations. For example, using IBS tiles >1cM and with all 871 other individuals used in the comparison sample, the median coverage percentages by population were 79% (FIN), 63% (GBR), 55% (IBS), and 51% (TSI). The most striking population difference is the higher IBS tiling rates attained among Finns, who have long been of interest as a founder population, having experienced a bottleneck approximately 100 generations ago (Kere, 2001) . Another factor that likely influences these results is the genetic similarity of members of each population to members of other populations included-for example, the CEU population of 1000Genomes is closely related to the GBR population, and the inclusion of CEU may partially account for the higher tiling rates in GBR than in IBS or TSI. Figure S5 : IBS tiling performance in terms of number of total alleles covered (left panel) and number of minor alleles covered (right panel, 18.6% of total alleles were minor alleles). We used Germline in haploid mode (as in Figure S3 ), as it allows easier identification of which allele is covered by a given IBS segment. Dashed lines show the results in terms of fraction of base pairs covered, whereas the solid lines show results in terms of alleles covered. Results for cM cutoffs <1 are not shown because they cannot be run in Germline, and results for cM cutoffs >3 are not shown because it is difficult to distinguish the dashed and solid lines. As would be expected, there is a slight bias for IBS tiles to fall in regions with lower SNP density, leading to slightly fewer alleles on the chip being covered than would be expected on the basis of total base pairs covered. For example, with a 1cM cutoff and all samples included, the median is 57% of the genome length in base pairs covered by IBS tiles, whereas the median proportion of total alleles covered by IBS tiles is 55%. It also appears that IBS tiles may be more likely to appear in regions that are less genetically diverse, as the proportion of minor alleles tiled is slightly lower than the proportion of total alleles covered. For example, with a 1cM cutoff and all samples included, the proportion of minor alleles covered by IBS tiles is 52%. Proportion of haplotypes covered Figure 3 ; the difference is that only IBS segments with a LOD score >3 for IBD are included. When IBD probing is performed with a 1-cM threshold, 9.6% of haplotypes had a match among the probes constructed from the other 871 people in the dataset. With a 3-cM threshold, 9.2% of haplotypes had a match. Proportion of haplotypes covered Figure 3 ; the difference is that IBS calling was performed by Germline (Gusev et al., 2009) in haploid mode, meaning that phasing switches are disallowed. We set the err_hom argument to zero, we used the w_extend flag to extend segments beyond the slices produced by Germline, and we set the minimum IBS segment length to 1cM. All other arguments were kept at their default values. When IBS probing is performed with a 1-cM threshold, 67.5% of haplotypes had a match among the probes constructed from the other 871 people in the dataset. With a 3-cM threshold, 0.2% of haplotypes had a match.
